Multiple-dose pharmacokinetics of telithromycin in peripheral soft tissues.
Based on clinicians' expectations of high concentrations of telithromycin (TEL) in tissues, combined with its excellent in vitro antimicrobial characteristics, TEL is casually considered as a potential therapeutic option for the therapy of minor cases of soft tissue or bite-wound infections. To clarify this clinically important issue, the present investigation was carried out to measure the pharmacokinetic profile of TEL in the interstitial space fluid (ISF) of skeletal muscle and subcutaneous adipose tissue by means of the microdialysis technique in 10 healthy subjects following repetitive daily doses of 800 mg TEL. These data were compared with free concentrations of TEL determined in plasma. External controls for the present examination were the use of historic, single-dose data collected by our study group utilising identical methods and the same trial subjects. Despite an increase in the median half-life from ca. 3 h after a single dose to ca. 10h at steady-state conditions in all compartments, accumulation of TEL in ISF of soft tissues and plasma was clinically non-relevant. Median free peak concentrations in plasma, skeletal muscle and subcutis were 0.52, 0.13 and 0.19 mg/L, respectively. The median ratios of the tissue to plasma free areas under the concentration-time curves from 0 to 24 h (fAUC(0-24) tissue/fAUC(0-24) plasma) were 0.27 and 0.58 for muscle and subcutis, respectively (P>0.05). The present multiple-dose investigation of TEL is in line with a previous single-dose study confirming that TEL 800 mg/day may not be optimally effective in the therapy of soft tissue infections.